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 Ludwig Oechslin – curator of the Musée International D’Horlogerie in La Chaux-

de-Fonds – has a new playground. He has decided to take a break from his 

routine of dusting off ancient timepieces and turn his attention to building a 

new brand instead – Ochs und Junior. QP takes a look.

Thomas Byczkowski

A Strike of 
   Genius
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Ludwig Oechslin is a watchmaker, historian, 

scientist, polymath and writer with a list of 

publications longer than the checklist for a 

NASA countdown. He is the creative mind behind 

such masterpieces as Ulysse Nardin’s Freak and 

Astrolabium Galileo Galilee watch, which both 

showcase his extreme inventiveness. When I 

meet him to talk about his new creations he is 

sitting at his workbench, Leatherman tool fixed to 

his belt, adjusting his trademark pince-nez.

“The watches are my interpretations of date-

related functions,” he explains in a matter-of-fact-

voice. And him being the mastermind behind some 

of the most exciting astronomical complications 

such as the afore-mentioned Astrolabium Galileo 

Galilee, the Tellurium Johannes Keppler and the 

Planetarium Copernicus, one should expect 

something excitingly flamboyant from Ochs und 

Junior. A shock then when Oechslin announces 

that for the watches he has created for his own 

brand he has put simplicity as the number one 

target on the agenda. “It is just because I am 

actually quite lazy,” he admits with a smile before 

rushing out of the room to make espresso.

The watches were made by Oechslin in his own 

workshop in the basement of his house. They are 

Opposite page: The name of the Anno Cinquanta 
– sometimes referred to as the Anno 50 – comes 
from the 50 openings on the dial for the annual 
calendar. The 43mm wide case comes in either 
white or red gold or silver. As well as hours, 
minutes, and seconds, the watch displays the 
month, day and date in a totally unique way that 
uses much less component parts than most annual 
calendar watches – a fact that might make them 
less prone to requiring repair or service. Left: 
Ludwig Oechslin. Below: Le Due Ore.
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hand-built, machine-milled and with 

the distinct flavour of something 

almost ‘crude’ – which only serves to 

make them even more charming. In my 

opinion, a technical prototype ought 

never, ever to be like the perfectly 

carved and polished pieces displayed 

in the shiny shops of Bond Street. 

Instead new ideas that are improvised, 

held together by metaphorical duct 

tape and only able to perform the one 

task, can still purvey a touch of genius.

The backer
In Oechslin’s case money is no 

problem, for he has teamed up with 

Embassy, a highly renowned retailer 

in Swiss Luzern with a branch in fancy 

St Moritz. Embassy’s Beat Weinmann, 

a 30-something hipster, who has 

joined our meeting, pulls out some 

leather pouches and puts the finished 

watches on the table. Together with 

Oechslin, Weinmann has developed 

the brand and its concept, working as 

the marketing specialist.

The finished products unveiled by 

Oechslin’s companion still have the 

aura of prototypes – pieces that have 

been created rather than made. And 

there is a reason for this – Oechslin 

wanted to have designs and materials 

that he could manufacture or at 

least control all by himself. And, as 

Weinmann says, they wanted to make 

a statement on their idea of luxury – 

not to simply produce another highly 

polished brand with a marketing 

budget bigger than the development 

costs but to create cost-optimised 

watches with ingenious functions and 

lots of mechanical oomph, with no 

logo or advertising costs.

Oechslin adds with a smile: “We just 

don’t take ourselves so seriously 

these days”. Via a stylish website they 

explain the principles of the brand and 

give reams of background information 

as well as asides such as Oechslin’s 

espresso-addiction and his love for 

the iconic design of the Citroen DS. 

Apart from this website there will be 

no advertising, no testimonials and no 

flagship stores, the watches delivered 

in a small hand-sewn leather pouch 

made by a relative of Oechslin. “We 

believe that there is a place in the 

watchworld for both very small and 

very big brands,” Weinmann explains. 

They opted for small. Their watches 

are produced in small runs and can 

only be ordered over the internet or 

tested in one of the Embassy stores – 

which is useful for a close inspection. 

The collection
At first look Ochs und Junior watches 

seem rugged, mainly due to the look 

of the cases, which are perfectly 

machined by a specialist called Peter 

Cantieni, who hails from the inner 

circle of engineers at the BMW-Sauber 

Above and below: The Anno Cinquanta.  Top: Paul Gerber’s in-
house calibre with a 100-hour power reserve is used to power the 
Anno Cinquanta.  Right: Paul Gerber.

Below: Beat Weinmann.  Bottom: The Luna Mese is an astronomic 
moonphase watch capable of indicating the relative positions of 
the sun, earth and moon – all accomplished using just four 
components – and that includes the functional dial. Any analogue 
watch can be used to find out roughly where south is using the 
hour hand and the sun, but the Luna Mese can also do this at night.
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Formula One team in Switzerland. 

Cantieni’s cases are used by Oechslin 

as they fall out of the machine; neither 

polished nor brushed. 

These perfectly round shapes with 

their lugs protruding vertically 

out of the case have the no-frills 

touch of a design actually denying 

design. Ultimate minimalism and 

low maintenance too, as Weinmann 

explains: “With each scratch and  

bump, the watches gain more 

character and individual ‘personality’”. 

Not a quality for the faint of heart in 

the collectors’ world. 

But there is more to make Oechslin’s 

new brand peculiar. Ochs und Junior 

was subject to a soft launch in spring 

2008, not in some fancy hotel, but in 

a barn; not with hoards of journalists 

invited from all over the world but 

with a dozen or so people tied to the 

company. Since then, five different 

watches have been introduced – the 

children’s Settimana Junior watch, the 

Mese with a date function as well as 

a moonphase watch called Luna Mese. 

Besides this comes the La Due Ore 

with two time zones and, the pinnacle 

of the collection, the Anno Cinquanta, 

a full calendar with a manufacture 

calibre. All the other watches are 

running with the tried and tested ETA 

2824 movement, a calibre Oechslin 

rates highly and used as a base in 

some of his previous inventions for 

Ulysse Nardin. 

The Italian names of the timepieces 

don’t reveal their secrets – they 

wouldn’t be Oechslin’s babies, if each 

did not address their chosen functions 

in a unique way. For example, for the 

MIH museum’s year calendar Oechslin 

simply drilled 31 holes in a ring around 

the dial, complemented by two sub-dial 

rings with 12 holes in one and seven 

in the other to represent the months 

and weekday indications. Hence, 

Oechslin’s take on the full-calendar 

uses just three components, whereas 

a traditional complication like this is 

equipped with tenfold that number. 

A new date
The Anno Cinquanta a logical follow up 

to the MIH museum watch uses nine 

parts for its calendar complication, 

which automatically adjusts to the 

month’s different lengths and only 

needs adjustment at the end of 

February. For quick adjustment of 

date and month the crown can be 

used in both directions. An orange 

dot travels clockwise under the ring 

of holes to indicate the date. Each 

fifth hole is larger to provide better 

reading. An orange dot indicating the 
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Peter Cantieni.

In place of a mega-budget marketing campaign, Ochs und Junior 
has chosen to take an alternative route – using the illustrations  
of Sjoerd van Rooijen – to tell the brand’s story.

Above and right: The Settimana Junior is Ludwig Oechslin’s 
concept for children and sports a seven-day calendar featuring 
the characteristic orange dot. Its seven apertures are arranged 
in such a way as to line up with the hour digits 1 to 7. The 
Junior is powered by the ETA 2824 self-winding movement.  
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month circles anticlockwise in the upper 

sub dial, the dot for weekday, clockwise in 

the lower part.

Paul Gerber, who is responsible for 

production of the Ochs und Junior 

watches, builds the Anno Cinquanta, 

using his in-house calibre with 100-hour 

power reserve, which adds up to a retail 

price of around SFr.40,000. The watch 

components are machined and finished by 

hand in a raw style. 

An equally interesting – and strikingly 

simple – design is demonstrated in the 

Luna Mese that not only shows the phase 

of the moon, but also indicates the relative 

positions of the sun, earth and moon using 

a rotating inner dial and a tiny dot on 

the base of the hours hand for graphical 

identification. For this complication he 

needs just four components. 

The concept is constructed around a 

lunar disc sandwiched on the moon disc, 

both rotating in opposite directions. 

The movement’s hour pinion drives this 

integrally moulded lunar disc with its 58 

teeth. A tiny pinion on the back of the solid 

white gold dial transfers the power to the 

moon disc with its 59 teeth. This performs 

a complete rotation to indicate the next 

full moon. As with all the other watches 

there are no numerals or branding on the 

dial, just a drilled date-spiral. 

The third watch, the Settimana Junior, is 

intended as a children’s watch and hence 

equipped with a seven-day calendar: 

According to Oechslin, father of three, this 

is the timescale, school children are able to 

cope with. The watches are engraved with 

the names and address of the owner, as 

children are prone to losing things – even 

watches priced at around SFr.2,500. “But 

it is a watch for women as well and men 

who like smaller cases,” Weinmann says 

as justification of the price. And for those 

who like flashy colours, the Settimana 

Junior comes with hands and numerals in 

bright orange, titanium body and orange 

rubber strap, it is powered by an ETA 2824 

movement and comes wrapped in a watch 

comic by the celebrated Dutch illustrator 

Sjoerd van Rooijen.

So, Ochs und Juniors are definitively 

not made for the collector polishing 

his timepieces before putting them 

back into the safe. They are, instead, 

technological masterpieces, luxury-in-

camouflage (some of them come in silver 

or gold). “We design for people who are 

more interested in individuality than 

brands,” says Weinmann. To me they are 

the watchmaking equivalent of an Audi 

S4 – innovative engineering with race-

worthy material in the hull of a discreet 

four-door sedan. In other words, it is a 

companion well worth the wrist of a true 

afficianado – intelligent and thoughtful 

but uninterested in looks. 

For Oechslin meanwhile the Ochs und 

Junior project is already old – he has 

turned his mind back to the museum. Next 

project? An exhibition on the history of 

American watchmaking.  8

Further information: www.ochsundjunior.ch
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